CASE STUDY

Largest Brazilian Food and
Beverage Company Improves
Connectivity and Availability
With Fortinet LAN Edge Solution
In the northeast of Brazil, 70% of the food and beverage industry is covered by
Maratá. Genuinely from Sergipe, this major company started in 1962, and sells
over 240 SKUs, such as coffee, juices, condiments, chocolate powder, cake mix,
and disposable packaging. The largest food company in Brazil with solely Brazilian
investments, Maratá employs around 5,000 people. It operates from its main
offices in the city of Itaporanga D’Ajuda (SE) and has seven other locations, which
include factories and commercial offices.
The company has grown considerably over the years and is currently building a
fertilizer factory and a mill to process wheat. Having state-of-the-art technology
is key to supporting its many operations. When assessing its communication and
system networks, Fortinet proved to be critical for Maratá, not only for network
connectivity but for security and information availability as well.

Reliable Wi-Fi Network Infrastructure
The first step in Maratá’s modernization was to improve wireless networks in
its warehouses. The entire inventory control process is already digitized, with
barcode scans to register incoming and outgoing products. However, Maratá
needed a reliable network connection to ensure an uninterrupted information flow.
Certain areas of the warehouses had no data connection, and employees had to
move loads to areas with Wi-Fi to perform inventory scanning.

“By implementing the
Fortinet LAN Edge solution,
it was possible to achieve
a considerable increase in
network visibility and control. In
addition, we have centralized
management, which gives us a
lot of agility in our work.”
– Eduardo Bedoia, IT Infrastructure
Analyst, Maratá

To fix this gap, Fortinet’s local partner Teledata provided consulting and
assistance. Maratá and the partner deployed Fortinet FortiSwitch Secure Ethernet
switches and the FortiAP wireless access point solution managed by FortiGate
Next-Generation Firewalls (NGFWs). Now, the scanning process can be performed
at any location in the warehouse. The company experiences better network
stability, and connectivity incidents are practically non-existent.

Details

The new LAN Edge infrastructure also frees the IT team of time-consuming
repairs. Before the Fortinet migration, the staff had to work overtime because of
network outages. The current setup gives them peace of mind and the confidence
that there will be no network-wide problems to handle.

Location: Brazil

Customer: Maratá
Industry: Manufacturing
Secure SD-WAN locations: 5 units

Business Impact
n

Better Network Security and Control
After installing Fortinet’s LAN Edge solution, Maratá’s IT team then realized it could
migrate its existing open-source firewall solution to FortiGate NGFWs. “We had
to complement the initial project. By implementing the Fortinet Security Fabric
platform, it was possible to achieve a considerable increase in network visibility
and control,” says Eduardo Bedoia, IT infrastructure analyst at Maratá.
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Stable wireless connectivity that
supports demanding business
processes
Complete network visibility and
control from a single location
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The company deployed a FortiGate NGFW–based network and communications
infrastructure on its five units. The solution provided quality and security in
communications, centralized management, and broad network visibility. “Before,
we struggled to figure out where we were having problems. Now, we know
everything that happens on the network. This is essential for a company with
several locations that are far apart and need to be connected all the time,” says
Junior Barbosa, IT analyst at Maratá. Having access to the network administration
from a single location is a noticeable improvement for Maratá. A total overview of its
infrastructure made management much easier. “We have visibility from a single point
of what is happening on the network. In addition, we can manage centrally and this
gives us a lot of agility in our work,” adds Barbosa.
Maratá also realized it needed to increase both the access to and availability of the
services supporting the business. With the adoption of SAP 4HANA enterprise resource
planning (ERP) software, branch connection depended on an MPLS link between
headquarters and the former cloud service provider that hosted the ERP in São Paulo.
In this way, any connectivity incident at the headquarters impacted the entire group.
Maratá took advantage of FortiGate NGFWs to implement Fortinet Secure SD-WAN
and ensure connectivity between offices. It also migrated its ERP to the Google
Cloud Platform (GCP) using the Secure SD-WAN solution to add backup internet
links for all sites and secure access to GCP. All units now directly connect to the
GCP via redundant links secured by the Fortinet Secure SD-WAN solution.

Automated, Real-Time Threat Identification
Maratá implemented the FortiAnalyzer tool for event and threat reporting as part
of its Fortinet platform. Previously, the IT team could not see what was causing
excessive capacity consumption. If there was a cyberattack, they had to wait
until a problem occurred and someone reported it. Now, FortiAnalyzer offers the
company centralized, real-time threat and incident log management, making
security management easier.
Thus, Maratá can be confident in a tool that provides it with automated
information security management. FortiAnalyzer acts proactively in response to
potential risks without requiring human intervention. The company is able to react
in real time to threats and be better prepared to prevent attacks. If something
unusual happens, such as suspicious traffic, the solution sends alerts immediately
that enable IT to resolve problems quickly, leaving operations unaffected.

Business Impact (contd.)
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Secure, reliable, and highly
accessible business applications
Real-time threat and incident
log management, which makes
security management automated
and streamlined

Solutions
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FortiGate Next-Generation
Firewall
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Fortinet Secure SD-WAN
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FortiSwitch
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FortiAP
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FortiClient EMS
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FortiAnalyzer

“Now, we know everything that
happens on the network. This
is essential for a company with
several locations that are far
apart and need to be connected
all the time.”
– Junior Barbosa, IT Infrastructure
Analyst, Maratá

“Today, our company is well prepared to meet the security challenges posed by
our business,” says Bedoia. Adding to its current infrastructure, Maratá is already
planning the next steps in its environment to protect all its digital assets. In this
scenario, Maratá plans to use FortiMail, which will give them the latest and most
comprehensive technologies for protection against common and advanced email
threats including spam, phishing, and ransomware.
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